
 My warmest wishes for happy holidays to all alumni of the department!  The past year has been one of changes and 
events, some happy and some sad.  One of the changes is that Rick Register, who has been responsible for this greeting in 
the past eight years, reached the end of his second term and happily returned to full-time teaching and research.  Thanos 
Panagiotopoulos transitioned into the Chair’s position in July.  The School of Engineering and Applied Science has a new 
Dean, Emily Carter.  Her primary appointment is in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, but she also has “associated 
faculty” status in our department.  Lynn Loo also has new responsibilities as Director of the Andlinger Center, the position 
previously held by Emily. 

 The main item of truly sad news is that Chris Floudas died suddenly this past August, while vacationing with his fami-
ly in Greece.  Chris was the Stephen C. Macaleer '63 Professor in Engineering and Applied Science, Emeritus, and Profes-
sor of Chemical and Biological Engineering, Emeritus.  He had served Princeton University for 29 years before moving to 
Texas A&M University in February 2015, where he held the positions of Director of the Texas A&M Energy Institute, and 
the Erle Nye ’59 Chair Professor for Engineering Excellence at the Artie McFerrin Department of Chemical Engineering.  
He was a world-renowned authority in mathematical modeling and optimization of complex systems, with research inter-
ests at the interface of chemical engineering, applied mathematics, and operations research. Chris had been a beloved teacher 
and mentor for a large number of our alumni.  A Memorial Symposium will be held on campus May 6, 2017, featuring tech-
nical talks by students and collaborators of Prof. Floudas.  The department has also established a Memorial Fund in his hon-
or, which will be used for a CBE senior design project award and for inviting speakers in Chris’s research area. 

 Enrollments in SEAS and CBE remain strong, with BSE students constituting 25% of all Princeton undergraduates, 
and a CBE Class of 2017 numbering 39.  I truly believe that there is no better place to be than this campus to obtain both 
the strong technical foundation and broad perspectives that will be necessary for tomorrow’s engineers to deal with the 
world’s most pressing challenges.  Our graduate program attracted a record-breaking class of 30 new Ph.D. students this 
year through a highly competitive admissions process.  The annual Graduate Student Symposium, held this year on October 
7th, provided a forum for our upper-year students to showcase their research to a diverse audience, including many industrial 
attendees.  I continue to be impressed by the novelty, breadth, and depth of the research presented.   

 The Saville and Wilhelm Lectures were the scholarly highlights of the year.  In late March, we hosted Arthi Jayara-
man from the University of Delaware as our 2016 Dudley A. Saville Lecturer, speaking on “Theory and Simulations of Mac-
romolecular Soft Materials: Linking Molecular Design to Macroscale Morphology and Function.”  In September, Kristi Anseth 
from the University of Colorado presented the 2016 Richard H. Wilhelm Lectures on “Hydrogels as Synthetic Extracellular 
Matrices: From Tissue Engineering to 4D Cell Biology” and “Cellular Control in a Couple of Clicks.”  Pictures from both of 
these events can be found on the inside front cover of this newsletter.  Please check the department webpage 
(www.princeton.edu/cbe) for upcoming 2017 events — you are all invited!  

 For the past several years, we have requested information on summer opportunities for our BSE students — a hearty 
“thank you” to those who have responded.  If you become aware of any additional opportunities, please do let us know.  The 
inside back cover of this newsletter provides a space to write in and mail back this information (or feel free to just email it to 
me, azp@princeton.edu).  Of course, I am always eager to read any news you would like to share.  Meeting our alumni  
(both those I knew when they were students, and those who graduated before I arrived at Princeton) is the best part of be-
ing department Chair.  Indeed, it was great fun to catch up with many of you at our department’s reception at the AIChE 
meeting in San Francisco in early November.  Please stop by my office (A217) when you come back to campus for reunions, 
recruiting, or for any other reason.  Best to you and yours for 2017, 

Greetings from the Chair      by: Thanos Panagiotopoulos   December 2016 
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2016 Dudley A. Saville Lectureship 

Arthi Jayaraman 
University of Delaware 

March 23, 2016 

“Theory and Simulations of Macromolecular Soft 
Materials: Linking Molecular Design to Macroscale 
Morphology and Function” 

2016 Richard H. Wilhelm Lectureship 

Kristi S. Anseth 
University of Colorado at Boulder 

September 26, 2016 

“Hydrogels as Synthetic Extracellular Matrices: 
From Tissue Engineering to 4D Cell Biology” 

September 28, 2016 

“Cellular Control in a Couple of Clicks” 

News 

Christodoulos (Chris) A. Floudas, 1959 - 2016 
 

Stephen C. Macaleer '63 Professor in Engineering and Applied 
Science, Emeritus, and Professor of Chemical and Biological 

Engineering, Emeritus 

 
The Department of 

Chemical & Biological Engineering 
is organizing a Scientific Symposium in Chris’s 

memory at Princeton University, 
Saturday May 6, 2017 
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Celeste M. Nelson 

Promoted to Professor as of July 1, 2016 

HHMI-Simons-Gates Faculty Scholar 

President’s Award for Distinguished Teaching 

AIMBE Fellow 

José L. Avalos 

Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow 
 

 

Pablo G. Debenedetti 

John A. Quinn Lecturer 

Phi Beta Kappa Teaching Award 

American Physical Society Fellow 
 

Yannis G. Kevrekidis 

Academy of Athens Member 

Payatakes Memorial Lecturer 

W.T. and Idalia Reid Prize 

AIChE Fellow 
 

Athanassios Z. Panagiotopoulos 

Keith E. Gubbins Lecturer 

CONGRATULATIONS! 

Clifford P. Brangwynne 

HHMI-Simons-Gates Faculty Scholar 
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Faculty Updates 

Ilhan Aksay’s group kept up its 
research pace during 2015, continuing 
projects on energy storage and energet-
ic materials, with a particular emphasis 
on manuscripts. 

As Ilhan stopped accepting gradu-
ate students two years ago, the number 
of graduate students in his group be-
came one with the completion of Kevin 
Sallah’s Ph.D. in September.  As the 
last  graduate  s tudent  s tanding,  
Michalis Alifierakis is working hard 
and expects to finish in early 2017.  
Michalis is again enjoying his role as 
teaching assistant for the freshmen 
seminar on Materials World, interact-
ing with the students and building data 
sets.  Kevin is now employed at 
McKinsey & Company, celebrating his 
new position after his final sprint to the 
doctoral finish line.  Priyanka Goyal 
(CBE ‘16) polished off her senior the-
sis and headed off into the outside 
world back in May, with Amy Xie 
(CBE '17) stepping in to pursue her 
senior project studies in conducting 
elastomeric networks. 

Vorbeck Materials Corp. (John 
Lettow ’95, President) Visiting Scien-
tists Nicholas (Nik) Szamreta (CBE 
'14), Valérie Alain-Rizzo, and Michael 
Bozlar continue their use of the Aksay 
laboratories, focused on new graphene-
based technologies and complementing 
work at the Vorbeck Princeton Re-
search Center (VPRC) facility in Mon-
mouth Junction, NJ. 

Along with his freshman advising 
duties,  I lhan continues to teach 
CBE246, Thermodynamics, in the 
Spring semester, and will do so again 
in the Spring of 2017.  He continued 
his FRS133 Freshman Seminar, Mate-
rials World, in the Fall semester, with 
the help of Michalis Alifierakis and 
Dan Dabbs, introducing freshmen stu-
dents, whether SEAS majors or not, to 
materials science and the increasing 
role this area of research plays in mod-
ern technology.  A mix of seminar, dis-
cussions, and laboratory exercises, the 
students enjoy reviewing the develop-
ment of materials in society, encom-
passing first materials produced by 

humans dating back to 10,000 BC, 
wood, and metals, culminating in poly-
mers and electronics. 

Dan Dabbs is still keeping a close 
eye on the laboratories and equipment, 
while working on his research in ener-
getic materials and energy storage.  
Having his children living in Maryland 
is especially important to him and his 
wife Joni since they became grandpar-
ents in January, and expect their sec-
ond grandchild in March.  Joni contin-
ues her crew activities with the Carne-
gie Lakers, participating in regattas in 
Pennsylvania, Boston, New York, and 
Delaware.  She continues as the captain 
of the Lake Carnegie crew, working to 
ensure that the competitive standards 
of these master rowers remains high.  
While she remains busy with crew, 
Dan mainly potters about the house 
and yard, continuing his quotidian hob-
by of renovations and repairs.  Saga, 
the Leonberger, protects all from squir-
rels, rabbits, and the occasional skunk. 

Isabelle and Ilhan used their vaca-
tion time shuttling back and forth be-
tween Paris, France, and Princeton to 
be with Isabelle’s mother, Liliane, 
while she was spending her last year of 
life in a nursing home with frequent 
visits to hospitals.  Paris is a beautiful 
place to visit even if you only see it 
from a hospital window:  

A view of Sacré-Cɶur Basilica 
from a window at Hȏpital Bichat-

Claude Bernard  
 Happy New Year from the 

Aksay research Group! 
 
The Avalos lab wishes you all hap-

py holidays and a healthy 2017!  We 
are excited to have welcomed our first 
two graduate students: Sarah Hammer 
(recipient of an NSF graduate fellow-

ship) and Evan Zhao (who started 
working in the lab as a rotation student 
since August 2015).  We also wel-
comed two new postdocs: María Salo-
mé Alvarez, from Universidad de Vigo 
in Spain (recipient of a postdoctoral 
fellowship from the Galician govern-
ment), and Sergio García Echauri from 
ITESM in Monterrey, Mexico.  Five 
graduate students have rotated in the 
lab this year Mary Vallo (MOL) did 
her third rotation last spring; Thao 
Nguyen (CBE) has been rotating since 
August; Makoto Lalwani (CBE) since 
October; and Guanhua He (MOL) and 
Ellie Hunter (MOL) have been doing 
their second rotation in the lab since 
November. 

We have been very happy to have a 
number of undergraduate students 
come through the lab this year as well.  
Justin Mehl (CBE ’17) did a junior 
independent research project last 
spring, continued through the summer 
with an internship from PEI, and is 
now doing his senior thesis project in 
the lab.  Similarly, Nathan Suek (CBE 
’17) continued his junior independent 
work from last fall into the spring of 
2016, and is now also doing his senior 
thesis project with us.  Samantha Ip 
(CBE ’18) received funding from the 
Keller Center to do research in the lab 
during the spring as well.  In addition 
to Justin Mehl, four other undergradu-
ate students did a summer internship in 
the lab:  Tamana Ananna (CBE ’18), 
recipient of the Reiner G. Stoll Sum-
mer Fellowship; Theo Keeley-LeClaire 
(CBE ’18) and Andy Liu (CBE ’18), 
both recipients of summer internships 
from ACEE; and Helen Park (CBE 
’18), recipient of a summer internship 
from PEI.  We also welcomed our first 
high school student summer interns: 
Vishnu Nair and Jeremy Wang, who 
joined us through the Princeton Uni-
versity Laboratory Learning Program.  
Together we had a fun and productive 
summer.  This fall we have six students 
doing their senior thesis research pro-
jects in the lab.  In addition to Justin 
Mehl and Nathan Suek, we were joined 
by Alistair Berven (CEE ’17), Erika 
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Davidoff (CBE ’17), Jake Luttinger 
(CBE ’17), and Paulina Orillac (CBE 
’17).  Helen Park has also stayed in the 
lab for junior independent work during 
the fall. 

This year José was honored to re-
ceive the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
Research Fellowship, and we were 
grateful to receive grants from SEAS 
(Project-X) and ACEE (E-ffiliates 
Partnership Award).  We are also ex-
cited to see our first publications start-
ing to line up.  We have a News & 
Views piece and three review articles 
either published, accepted, or in re-
view.  We are also very excited to be 
writing three manuscripts of original 
research from our lab.  We wish you a 
wonderful 2017! 

 
Jay Benziger reports that his fami-

ly stabilized this year, no new grand-
children or dogs!  But they all have 
gotten older.  Jay and Emily now have 
4 grandchildren.  Tara has Eli (4.5) 
and Grace (2.3) and Amber and Neil 
have Talia (3.5) and Lennox (1.1).  
Emily has her Shar Pei (Lola is now 
13!) and golden-doodle (Harvey is 5).   
Family get-togethers on Sundays can 
be exhausting with four kids under 5 
pulling out all the toys and then 
fighting over them.  The girls, Talia 
and Grace, are the alpha females who 
seem to always be the ones creating the 
most havoc.  They can be particularly 
hard on Eli, who seeks help from being 
picked on by his sister and cousin.  
Zack was trying to get Eli to be more 
assertive – he told him that since he is 
bigger and older he should strike back.  
Unfortunately, Eli took his uncle’s ad-
vice literally and Grace came in crying 
that Eli hit her. 

Jay and Emily have been doing a 
fair amount of the childcare for Eli and 
Grace, but the demands have been re-
duced some recently.  Tara left her po-
sition at Cornell Medical Center and is 
now the Palliative Care Specialist at 
Princeton Hospital.  Without the long 
commute, she can transport the kids to 
daycare most days.  But “Poppy Jay” 
still gets frequent calls to pick kids up 

and bring them home.  Of course when 
you pick up 2 and 4 year olds at 6 PM 
they want to eat.  Then the battle be-
tween Poppy and the kids is what they 
will eat.  Eli survives on PB&J or 
grilled cheese.  Grace is much less se-
lective about eating.  Instead she goes 
into the pantry and drags out every-
thing and wants everything opened.  
Grace’s ultimate solution is to keep ask-
ing Poppy for candy (Gummies and 
Fruit Roll Ups are real popular). 

Eli’s preoccupation with action has 
moved on from Star Wars to Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles and dinosaurs.  
Jay finds the new ninja turtle cartoon a 
bit over the top with violence, but may-
be that is the new equivalent to the 
Road Runner and Wile E. Coyote.  Jay 
has also been doing “Parent and Me” 
swimming lessons with Eli, Talia, and 
Grace.  They are pretty impressive for 
a 2, 3, and 4 year old.  They are fear-
less.  They think nothing of jumping in 
over their head and they pop back up.  
They struggle to keep their heads 
above water, but they can get them-
selves back to the pool wall if Jay 
makes them.  All the activities with the 
grandchildren make Jay and Emily 
realize why you have kids when you are 
young – it takes too much energy to 
keep up with little kids day after day. 

Emily has completed her second 
year of retirement.  Besides the grand-
kids, she has found lots to keep herself 
occupied.  She is playing her harp now 
instead of the bagpipes, but she contin-
ues with her Scottish heritage and 
made another kilt this past summer.  
She has also been going down to Flori-
da for a week or two every other month 
to help out her sister and avoid some of 
the cold weather.  Her latest obsession 
is with vintage sewing machines (those 
mechanical marvels of the 1940-
1960’s).  We have a room filled with 
Bernini, Necchi, Viking, Julia, and 
Singer sewing machines (I have not 
categorized them all!).  Jay can’t figure 
out why you need 10 sewing machines 
when they all do the same thing. 

Jay is maintaining a full slate of 
teaching.  Last spring he collaborated 

with Bruce Koel and Bob Prud’homme 
in the core lab course.  With enroll-
ment of 40-50, the lab is packed and 
we needed three instructors to be able 
to read all of the lab reports.  Jay has 
continued to teach a section about En-
ergy and the Environment as part of an 
introductory engineering course.  The 
students got to make their own bio-
diesel and run emission comparisons of 
their biodiesel to normal diesel. 

This fall Jay is teaching the Engi-
neering Ethics course and co-teaching 
Energy Technologies with Yiguang Ju 
from MAE.  The ethics course enroll-
ment has skyrocketed.  Two years ago 
the class had 6 people, and this fall 
there are 50 people in the class.  The 
students seem to like the reading mate-
rials and the precepts.  Jay also has 
added weekly movies to accompany the 
readings for topics for the precepts.  
Last year the hot topic for the class was 
the VW scandal on emissions control.  
This year we hit upon the ethics of fi-
nancial engineering and financial insti-
tutions.  As the Wells Fargo debacle 
played out, Jay had the class watching 
The Big Short.  Perfect timing to study 
the causes of lapses by engineers in 
corporate environments.  The class has 
some fascinating discussions covering 
topics from engineering responsibility 
for oil spills to automobile safety and 
even the engineering responsibilities in 
protecting privacy on Facebook.  Jay is 
always interested in hearing of how 
technology challenges the responsibility 
of engineers to society and would love 
to hear from any alumni with recom-
mendations. 

Even though Jay’s group has 
shrunk, Jay has had a flurry of publica-
tions for the Borexino Solar Neutrino 
Detector.  Borexino is a 1,000 ton liq-
uid scintillator detector located 1,000 
m below Gran Sasso in Italy.  (Gran 
Sasso is in the Apennines where the 
Germans held Mussolini prisoner.)  It 
detects fluorescence from neutrinos 
scattering electrons in aromatic sol-
vents.  The experiment has been highly 
successful, being featured in Nature last 
year (Borexino, C. Neutrinos from the 

Faculty Updates 
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primary proton-proton fusion process 
in the Sun. Nature 2014, 512, 383-
U313). 

Jay’s role in the experiment was to 
reduce internal background from radio-
active impurities in the liquid scintilla-
tor to permit the detector of the neutri-
no flux.  We have achieved unprece-
dented low backgrounds for a large 
scale liquid scintillation detector (1000 
tons of 1,2,4 trimethyl benzene).  Jay 
was responsible for developing the pu-
rification systems, which included a 2 
ft. diameter, 25 ft. tall distillation col-
umn built with the combination of high 
purity (pharmaceutical grade material 
finishes) and high vacuum technology 
(<10-8 mbar-l/s leak rate).  It is quite 
an elegant piece of classical chemical 
engineering in a very non-traditional 
application!  (see Benziger, J. The 
Borexino purification system. Interna-
tional Journal of Modern Physics A 
2014, 29.) 

Because of the successful chemical 
engineering efforts, the detector has 
successfully measured the 7Be and pp 
neutrino fluxes and set new limits on 
the CNO solar neutrino fluxes.  The 
detector has also achieved striking suc-
cess measuring geoneutrinos from the 
earth’s core. 

Jay’s fuel cell efforts are slowing 
down as he graduated his last students 
working on multiphase flow in porous 
electrodes.  Jay is hopeful to clean out 
a backlog of partial manuscripts with 
the respite from the flow from students 
anxious to finish up.  It is giving Jay 
the opportunity to focus on unifying 
the concepts of multiphase transport in 
fuel cells.  Jay is becoming very well 
acquainted with the breadth of fuel cell 
literature.  He holds one the senior edi-
tor positions for Journal of Power 
Sources and is handling a large portion 
of the fuel cell manuscripts and a sig-
nificant fraction of manuscripts coving 
photoelectrochemical devices.  The 
problem with having to read so many 
papers on a narrow subject is you real-
ize how little progress is being made 
on making fuel cells a commercial suc-
cess. 

The Brangwynne lab wishes every-
one Happy Holidays and best wishes 
for the New Year!  As now seems to be 
standard, 2016 has been another whirl-
wind!  We welcomed two new postdocs 
to the group: David Sanders who joins 
us from Washington University, where 
he made important discoveries about 
prion-like propagation of neurodegen-
erative aggregates and Dan Bracha 
from the Weizmann Institute in Israel, 
where he uncovered interesting physics 
of DNA brushes.  We also welcomed a 
new staff scientist, Gena Whitney, who 
is helping to spearhead our efforts to-
wards using CRISPR/Cas9 to engineer 
cells.  This summer we had a busy lab 
with undergraduate students including 
Ricardo Luna, Frank Rooney, Paul 
Talledo, Alicia Wang, and Tiffany 
Richardson.  Alicia is a CBE sopho-
more who is continuing on in our lab 
this semester, and Tiffany (MOL) is 
now doing her senior thesis in the lab.  
Garrett Baird (CBE) is also doing his 
senior thesis in the lab, and Martin Ku-
rian and Nathanael Ji are two CBE 
students doing junior independent pro-
jects. 

Our fabulous first Ph.D. student 
Marina Feric graduated this year.  Ma-
rina has made truly pioneering contri-
butions to the understanding of RNA/
protein liquid phases in living cells, 
including an exciting paper that came 
out this year in the top biology journal, 
Cell.  We are of course sad to see Mari-
na go, but excited that she is starting a 
new adventure pursuing her postdoc-
toral work in the lab of Tom Misteli at 
the NIH.  We also said goodbye to 
postdoc Nilesh Vaidya (who worked 
closely with Marina on the Cell paper 
among other nice contributions), who 
is off to a career in industry. 

This year the lab is grateful for a 
number of honors and awards.  One of 
the most important of these is an NIH 
K99 Pathway to Independence Award, 
granted to Shani Elbaum-Garfinkle.  
Shani is now the senior postdoc in our 
group and this award will fund her to 
stay on in the lab to begin developing 
her independent research program, be-

fore starting a faculty position where 
the award will provide generous fund-
ing for three more years.  Cliff has con-
tinued to received some nice recogni-
tion, including an article highlighting 
his career in the Journal of Cell Biology.  
Cliff also won an HHMI-Simons Facul-
ty Scholar Award (congrats to Celeste 
Nelson who won too!), which provides 
lab funding for the next five years.  We 
are also grateful for funding with a five-
year consortium through the St. Jude 
Children's Research Hospital, as well as 
a new DARPA project.  The lab is 
growing and it's an exciting time, in-
deed! 

In the "free time" when Cliff is not 
busy with research, teaching, and semi-
nar travel, he can be found playing ice 
hockey, attempting to learn the ukulele, 
and relaxing with Sarah and the girls.  
Leana (6) and Audrey (3) are both 
little firecrackers, and are doing very 
well.  Leana just started kindergarten, 
which she seems to be enjoying very 
much.  Audrey is also having fun at 
nursery school and the two are abso-
lutely best buddies (when they are not 
fighting over a toy, of course!).  Sarah 
is enjoying some spare time while the 
girls are at school and the whole family 
tries to get out onto the local hiking 
trails as much as possible.  This year 
we're all especially excited to see what 
the new year will bring! 

  
H a p p y  H o l i d a y s  f r o m  t h e 

Brynildsen lab!  Some highlights from 
2016 include a new grant from the 
NIH, a Charles H. Revson Senior Fel-
lowship in Biomedical Science for 
Wendy Mok, who is a postdoc in the 
group, and a K22 career transition 
award from the NIAID of the NIH for 
our former postdoc Mehmet Orman.  
The Brynildsen lab also celebrated the 
graduation of its second and third 
Ph.D. students, Jonathan Robinson 
and Kristin Adolfsen, who earned their 
Ph.D. in January and May, respective-
ly.  In addition, two of our senior thesis 
students, Sarah Sacco from Princeton 
CBE and Glen-Oliver Gowers who was 
an exchange student from Oxford 
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through the Molecular Biology depart-
ment, did exceptionally well, with each 
translating their theses into first author 
papers.  Glen’s study has been pub-
lished already in Biochemical and Bio-
physical Research Communications and 
Sarah’s is currently under review.  No-
tably, Sarah was awarded the inaugural 
SABIC Senior Thesis Award, which is 
given to recognize an outstanding sen-
ior thesis in any area of chemical tech-
nology in the CBE Department. 

In 2016, we have also welcomed a 
lot of new lab members!  In January, 
Wen Kang Chou, who conducted his 
undergraduate studies in Chemical En-
gineering at UCSB, joined the group 
as a 1st year CBE graduate student.  In 
February, Sandra Aedo, who earned 
her B.S. and M.S. in Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry at the Universidad Austral 
de Chile and Ph.D. in Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology from New York 
Medical College, joined the group as a 
postdoc.  In September, Grant Gelder-
man, who earned his B.S. and Ph.D. in 
Chemical Engineering from the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, Madison and 
University of Texas, Austin, respec-
tively, joined the group as a postdoc.  
Most recently, Allison Murawski, who 
is an M.D.-Ph.D. student who con-
ducted her undergraduate studies in 
Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and 
Biology at Dickinson College, has se-
lected our lab for her Ph.D. studies, 
which will commence in July of 2017.  
This fall we also welcomed two CBE 
senior thesis students, Helena Ma, who 
conducted a junior independent project 
with us in the spring, and Gil de 
Oliveira Gil.  Over the summer, we 
hosted Barri Deptula, a Mercer County 
Community College who conducted a 6
-week internship with us, and Lana 
Musa, a high school student who 
worked with us through the Princeton 
Laboratory Learning Program. 

   Lastly, this year we published 
articles in the journals PNAS, Free 
Radical Biology and Medicine, Scientific 
Reports, Bioengineering, Biochemical 
and Biophysical Research Communica-
tions, Stress and Environmental Control 

of Gene Expression and Adaptation in 
Bacteria, Current Opinion in Chemical 
Engineering, and Trends in Microbiolo-
gy. 2016 was an eventful year for the 
Brynildsen lab and Mark is looking 
forward to what 2017 holds! 

 
Pablo Debenedetti is greatly enjoy-

ing his job as Princeton’s Dean for Re-
search.  Some of the year’s highlights 
included co-chairing, with Provost Da-
vid Lee, a strategic planning task force 
on The Future of Sponsored Research, 
and traveling to Kenya, also with Prov-
ost Lee, to visit the Mpala Research 
Center.  Mpala is a multidisciplinary 
field-research station administered by 
Princeton, the Smithsonian Institution, 
the National Museums of Kenya and 
the Kenya Wildlife Service.  Regarding 
the Sponsored Research task force, 
some of its key recommendations in the 
area of graduate student support have 
already been implemented.  As for the 
Kenya trip, it was a memorable experi-
ence, which combined the opportunity 
to meet with faculty and students con-
ducting research, learning about the 
center’s operations, meeting with 
Princeton alumni in Nairobi, and see-
ing some of Mpala’s astounding wild-
life, including hippos, rhinos, giraffes, 
zebras, elephants, and gazelles.   

On the personal research front, 
Pablo considers himself privileged to 
work with such a talented group of 
graduate students and postdocs.  This 
past year saw the graduation of Dr. 
Frank Ricci, now at Boehringer-
Ingelheim.  A research highlight in 
2016 was the publication of a computa-
tional paper in the Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences on the 
thermodynamics of cold denaturation in 
proteins.  The lead author of this work 
was Sang-Beom Kim, a graduate stu-
dent in Pablo’s group.  Sang is the re-
cipient of an Honorific Fellowship from 
Princeton’s Graduate School.   

Pablo’s family is doing very well.  
Silvia continues to enjoy teaching sci-
ence at Princeton Day School.  Gabriel 
lives in Washington, DC, and works as 
a national political reporter at Politico.  

Dina graduated from Princeton in June 
and is now working at a healthcare con-
sulting company.  Pablo and his family 
send you their warmest holiday greet-
ings! 

 
Yannis' group (and family, and 

Yannis!) send you their warmest wish-
es for the holidays and the new year - 
health and joy to you all! 

We usually start this paragraph 
every year saying how wonderful the 
year was and what we accomplished 
and all that - and it is appropriate; but 
this year the thing I will start with is 
that in 2016 we lost our friend, col-
league, collaborator, and neighbor for 
30 years down the corridor on the 2nd 
floor, Chris Floudas.  It is true that he 
had left to help build the Energy Insi-
tute at Texas A&M, but he kept being 
a part of our Princeton family.  We 
were in Greece when we heard of his 
sudden and totally unexpected passing, 
and we rushed with Stavroula, Thanos 
and many of his friends and collabora-
tors to Thessaloniki to say goodbye to 
him.  It is difficult to describe this 
goodbye.  If it was not a funeral you 
would think that he was getting a ma-
jor award or inducted to an academy.  
The Rector of his alma mater spoke, a 
childhood friend of his that now teach-
es at Harvard spoke, his classmates at 
the University, Thanos on behalf of 
Princeton, his students, his postdocs, 
his colleagues, and his friends.  It was 
sad, but it was also a major celebration 
of his life.  We missed him a little al-
ready, but Texas is closer than where 
he is now.  As we say in Greece, may 
the earth that covers him be light.  Al-
so, Logan Mathews from his group 
came back to Princeton to complete his 
thesis with our group. 

Back to more usual things:  this 
has been a very fruitful year profession-
ally for the whole group.  The work of 
Tom Bertalan on effectively modeling 
large networks has led to an NIH grant 
with computational and experimental 
neuroscientists; the work of Alexander 
Holiday on reducing parameter com-
plexity in large chemical and biochemi-
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cal reaction networks has been the fo-
cus of an international collaboration 
with Holland and will probably lead to 
a new link with what Stas does along 
with Henry Mattingly for complex bio-
chemical network  reduction.  Inci-
dentally, the work with Stas and Amit 
Singer in Math about data/image/
movie mining for developmental "big 
data", which started with two recently 
graduated Ph.D.s, Carmeline Dsilva 
and Bomyi Lim has blossomed with 
t w o  w o n de r f u l  p o s t d o c s ,  P a u l 
Villoutreix and Joakim Anden, and is 
"going places". 

Dmitry Pozharskyi has had two 
papers (including an experimental col-
laboration and data assimilation from 
it) on designing engineered granular 
crystals.  He is now busy working on 
the coarse-graining of optimization 
processes (in a collaboration with Greg 
Pavliotis at Imperial College). 

There are two new students in the 
lab (Yundi Jiang, jointly supervised 
with Sundar, and Thomas Thiem, who 
works on the development of optimiza-
tion algorithms); both works are at the 
interface of continuum modeling with 
data mining. 

As the "old guard" gets close to 
graduation, David Sroczynski will now 
become the senior group member, 
working on the interface between data 
mining and molecular dynamics simu-
lations. 

Collaborations around the world 
(England, Greece, Switzerland, Ger-
many, Israel....) continue and provide 
good opportunities for bidirectional 
travel.  We are blessed with the contin-
ued presence, wisdom, collaboration, 
and friendship of Prof. Bill Gear and in 
the same spirit, this year we are also 
blessed with the presence, wisdom, and 
friendship of Dr. Morris "cumene" 
Smith, a Princeton and ExxonMobil 
alum, without whom Yannis would 
never be able to teach Chris' Design 
course, even with the amazing help of 
the three dedicated AIs. 

Finally, this has been a good year 
recognition-wise; the continuing Hans-
Fischer senior fellowship in Munich, 

the Einstein Visitorship in Berlin, the 
Rothschild Visitorship in Cambridge, 
the W. T. and Idalia Reid prize of SI-
AM, and, closer to home, the AIChE 
Fellow election for Yannis (ably engi-
neered by Rick Register!).   Certainly 
the most rewarding honor: an election 
and a lecture to the Academy of Athens 
as a corresponding member.  This is a 
lecture open to the public, so one's 
whole family and friends can come (and 
they came), where one's old teachers 
from high school and the University 
can come (and they came) where one's 
classmates and peers can come (and 
they came).  It was really difficult giv-
ing a talk in Greek, one that would be 
both about science and somehow on 
how this science ties with one's trajec-
tory and approach to science and to life, 
and doing it in Greek, not Yannis' 
standard lecturing language.  It is may-
be only fitting that in the end, Yannis' 
mother came and said "the acoustics 
were terrible, I could not hear any of 
it". 

On the home front, Stavroula ably 
fights cancer at Rutgers (and conde-
scends now to having a little modeling 
in her proposals, we even have a joint 
paper!); George is a junior in Physics 
at Princeton and likes algorithms (and 
talks about quantum algorithms to his 
dad who is trying to understand a little 
bit); and Domna is in first grade at 
Riverside and is getting pretty good at 
chess these days (let alone reading!). 

Happy new year, health and joy to 
all of you! 

 
Holiday greetings from the Koel 

group!  Currently, Clark Chen, Yuxin 
Yang, and Manny Scoullos are CBE 
graduate students doing their research 
in the group, along with Oluseyi Fa-
s o r a n t i  a n d  M i c h e l l e  H o f m a n 
(Chemistry), and Yao-Wen Yeh (EE) 
coadvised with Dr. Nan Yao.  Dr. Lux-
herta Buzi (joint Ph.D. in Engin. Phys-
ics from Ghent U., Belgium, and Phys-
ics from Lorraine U., France) is a post-
doc and Dr. Xiaofang Yang (Ph.D. in 
Chemistry from Lehigh U. and previ-
ous postdocs at U. Delaware and 

Brookhaven National Lab (BNL)) is 
an associate research scholar doing re-
search in the group.  Thomas Beauche-
min (CBE) is conducting his senior 
thesis research in our lab on a project 
related to photoelectrocatalysis for wa-
ter splitting to produce solar H2.   
There are also a number of visitors in 
our labs.   On campus we have two vis-
iting student research collaborators 
from the School of Energy and Power 
Engineering at Xi’an Jiaotong U., Chi-
na, Jiapeng Fu, joint with Prof. Y. Ju 
(MAE) studying plasma-enhanced ca-
talysis, Li Cai working on a collabora-
tive project in photoelectrocatalysis, 
and a Visiting Research Scholar, 
Yanping Zheng, an engineer at the 
State Key Laboratory of Physical 
Chemistry of Solid Surface (PCOSS), 
Xiamen U., China, participating in 
high-resolution  X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy and ion scattering experi-
ments.  In our labs at the Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), 
graduate students Anurag Maan, on 
assignment at PPPL from U. Tennes-
see, and Oak Nelson, Astrophysics at 
Princeton (joint with Drs. R. Kaita and 
C. Skinner of PPPL) are working to 
design and construct a sample transfer 
assembly between the Lithium Toka-
mak Experiment (LTX) and one of our 
UHV surface analysis chambers. 

Last spring was a busy time.  Six 
undergraduates completed their senior 
thesis research within our group: 
Manali Gokhale, Jessica Jahnke, Aoi 
Senju, and Abigail Ulcej from CBE, 
Kevin Pardinas from MAE, and Melina 
Acevedo from Chemistry.  In our labs 
at PPPL, two visiting graduate stu-
dents, Marlene Patino from MAE at 
UCLA and Felipe Bedoya from the 
Dept. of Nuclear, Plasma and Radio-
logical Engineering at the U. Illinois at 
Urbana-Champagne (UIUC), and a 
visiting undergraduate, David Caron, a 
physics major from The College of 
New Jersey (TCNJ), worked with us 
on secondary electron emission meas-
urements and the Materials Analysis 
and Particle Probe (MAPP) for the 
National Spherical Tokamak Experi-
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ment-Upgrade (NSTX-U). 
Three  CBE undergradua te s 

worked with us at PPPL last summer 
funded by PEI internships.  Meagan 
Yeh (’18) and Joseph Abbate (’18) and 
were coadvised by Dr. Sam Cohen of 
PPPL on his fusion ash separation task 
(FAST) project for clean small fusion 
reactors, while Nicole Neville (’18) 
participated in research at our campus 
laboratories designing and constructing 
a new system for in situ FTIR studies 
of photoelectrocatalysis for solar fuels.  
The SULI program at PPPL also 
placed two other undergraduates in our 
l abs  a t  PPPL,  Hanna  Schamis 
(UIUC), joint with Dr. R. Kaita work-
ing on MAPP, and Roman Sherrod 
(U. Tennessee), joint with Dr. C. Skin-
ner investigating Li oxidation at elevat-
ed temperatures. 

Current research in the group in-
cludes the studies of Clark Chen, who 
was awarded the Maeder Graduate 
Fellowship in Energy and the Environ-
ment for the academic year 2016-2017.   
His research is on our solar fuels pro-
jects to understand the surface chemis-
try of water oxidation on pure and 
modified hematite (iron oxide) surfaces 
and establishing the role of the elec-
trode surface in solar-driven pyridine-
catalyzed CO2 reduction.  For these 
projects we also utilize specialized in-
s trumentat ion at  BNL for  low-
temperature scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy (STM) at the Center for 
Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) and 
ambient-pressure photoelectron spec-
troscopy (APPES) at the National 
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS-II).  
Manny Scoullos is investigating the 
fundamentals of biomass upgrading to 
fuels and chemicals over catalytic bime-
tallic nanoparticles in a collaborative 
research project with Prof. Simon Pod-
kolzin at Stevens Institute of Technolo-
gy.  Dr. Xiaofang Yang in collaboration 
with Prof. D. Steingart (MAE) and his 
group is advancing closed cell zinc bro-
mine cells for large, low cost energy 
storage, and also spearheading our new 
efforts funded by the Dept. of Energy 
(DOE) in plasma-enhanced catalysis 

for methane conversion and reforming 
joint with NEI Corporation, and the 
National Energy Technology Laborato-
ry (NETL) with Prof. Y. Ju. Seyi Fa-
soranti continues his research on the 
fundamental surface science of plasma-
facing components for improved plasma 
performance in the National Spherical 
Tokamak  Expe r imen t -Upgrade 
(NSTX-U) at PPPL.  Dr. Luxherta 
Buzi has given us new capability on 
this project by upgrading one of our 
ion sources to operate efficiently at low 
energies to investigate ion-surface reac-
tions that occur in this key regime.  
Also working in our labs at PPPL, 
Michelle Hofman and Yuxin Yang are 
carrying out fundamental studies of 
reactive processes at plasma-surface 
interfaces, supported by the Air Force 
(AFOSR) in collaboration with Prof. 
G. Schatz at Northwestern U. and Dr. 
Y. Raitses at PPPL.  Michelle, Yuxin 
and Seyi have been supported partially 
by the Program in Plasma Science and 
Technology (PPST) at Princeton.  Yao
-Wen Yeh, working both at PPPL and 
in the Image and Analysis Center 
(IAC) in the Princeton Institute for the 
Science and Technology of Materials 
(PRISM), is leading our contributions 
to a large DOE grant involving several 
Princeton faculty and led by Dr. Y. 
Raitses at PPPL on fundamental stud-
ies of synthesis of nanomaterials using 
arc discharges. 

Several people have left the group 
during the past year, including Thomas 
Thiem and Dr. Laura Kraya.  Steven 
Wulfsberg obtained his Ph.D. in 
Chemistry (co-advised by Prof. S. Ber-
nasek) for his research related to liquid 
metals as plasma-facing materials for 
fusion energy systems, which was part 
of a joint grant with other Princeton 
faculty, Profs. Howard Stone, Steve 
Bernasek, Emily Carter, Pablo Debene-
detti, and Thanos Panagiotopoulos.  
Peng Zhao is off to his new job at 
McKinsey in Beijing following the 
completion of his Ph.D. degree in 
Chemistry and thesis “Surface modifi-
cation and chemistry of hematite-based 
catalysts for water oxidation: model 

surfaces, nanomaterials, and thin 
films.”  Dr. Coleman Kronawitter is 
now at the University of California at 
Davis as an assistant professor in the 
Dept. of Chemical Engineering. 

Bruce co-taught CBE 346 Core 
Laboratory last spring with Bob Pru-
d’homme and Jay Benziger and is on 
sabbatical leave this fall, visiting several 
places in California, attending confer-
ences, and writing proposals.  He re-
cently gave two lectures in the Summer 
School on Interfaces and Energy held 
in Göttingen, Germany, and gave the 
Fall 2016 Eastman Lecture in the De-
partment of Chemical Engineering at 
University of South Carolina.  Outside 
of teaching and research, Bruce contin-
ues to serve on the Science Advisory 
Committee of the CFN at BNL and 
review committees for large DOE pro-
jects. 

 
Mort Kostin has been working en-

ergetically to show how his previous 
work on the generalizations of transi-
tion state theory can be used to im-
prove on the principle of minimum en-
tropy production for the steady-state, 
which was advanced by the Nobel lau-
reate I. Prigogine, and which has re-
ceived considerable attention in books 
and in journal literature.  As Prigogine 
made clear, his principle has significant 
limitations.  For example, a major refer-
ence text written by de Groot states 
that “we shall then prove that under 
certain conditions, of which the most 
important are the supposition of the 
constancy of the phenomenological co-
efficients and the validity of the On-
sager reciprocal relations, the stationary 
states are also states of minimum entro-
py production compatible with the ex-
ternal constraints.”  Since in practice 
the phenomenological or rate coeffi-
cients are usually not constant, this has 
been a major unresolved problem.  Us-
ing his work on transition state theory, 
Mort has shown that there are other 
entropy production rates whose mini-
mizations yield the steady-state even 
when the phenomenological or rate co-
efficients are not constant.  He has also 
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shown explicitly how the minimiza-
tions of the rates of specified types of 
entropy productions yield the steady-
state for chemical reactions in which 
there are chemical potential differences 
across the transition states, and he has 
shown that appropriate derivatives of 
these rates of entropy productions yield 
the rate equations for the development 
in time.  Mort's work on his generaliza-
tion of transition state theory, which is 
based on his previous publications, has 
required him to solve a large number of 
challenging problems associated with 
the generalization.  In many cases, he 
has obtained excellent to very good 
agreement with experiment with no 
adjustable parameters, which is the 
usual standard of research of very high 
quality.  The advantages of this new 
approach are that it is more compre-
hensive, more accurate, and more rig-
orous than the well-known traditional 
equations of transition state theory.  As 
you may recall, on July 1, 2013 he took 
retirement, principally so that he would 
have a better opportunity to make fur-
ther progress on these important prob-
lems.  Initially, he was able to make 
outstanding advances during his availa-
ble time, but originally unanticipated 
obstacles have somewhat slowed his 
rate of progress.  Nevertheless, by de-
voting additional time and effort, he 
has been able to make significant pro-
gress.  The generality and comprehen-
siveness of the new equations have led 
Mort to the conclusion that with suffi-
cient effort, the equations may eventu-
ally be included among of the funda-
mental equations of the field.  Further 
confirmation of the validity of the equa-
tions comes from the agreement of the 
results of the equations with other 
completely independent methods.  The 
considerable time that Mort has been 
spending on this research continues to 
be the most exciting and enjoyable of 
his career. 

 
2016 has been another busy year 

for the Link lab.  Jamie continues in 
his role as undergrad departmental 
representative and he taught a new 

elective course, CBE 419: Enzymes in 
the spring, which attracted about 40 
students from several different depart-
ments, ranging from sophomores to 
grad students.  He’s looking forward to 
offering it again in spring 2017.  In the 
fall, Jamie is teaching the separations 
course for the ninth time already!  In 
fall 2016 Jamie is also teaching about ¼ 
of the course: Life in the Universe, a 
highly interdisciplinary astrobiology 
course.  Jamie was invited to partici-
pate in the Germany/US Frontiers of 
Science meeting in Potsdam in March, 
which also allowed him to visit old col-
laborators and friends in Germany.  At 
the same time Jamie was heading back 
from Potsdam, grad students Wai Ling 
Cheung and Caitlin Allen were on their 
way to San Diego to give talks at the 
ACS National Meeting.  Jamie also 
attended the Gordon Conference on 
Natural Products in New Hampshire in 
July and AIChE in San Francisco in 
November. 

The summer was very productive 
for the Link lab in getting papers writ-
ten up and submitted for publication.  
One highlight was a paper published in 
ACS Chemical Biology in which the lab 
studied peptide knot unthreading in 
great detail.  This work started with 
Maria Chen’s ‘14 senior thesis, was 
continued with Nini Le’s ‘15 thesis, and 
was finished off by grad student Caitlin 
Allen.  The group had the pleasure of 
collaborating with Andy Ferguson 
(*10), now at the University of Illinois, 
on this work.  Wai Ling also published 
a high profile paper in ACS Central 
Science that uncovered some new se-
crets in lasso peptide biosynthesis.  
Most recently, Caitlin and Jamie pub-
lished a paper in JACS that showed 
how to build catenanes, molecules with 
interlocking rings, using lasso peptides 
as building blocks.  This year’s Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry was awarded to sci-
entists who pioneered synthetic strate-
gies for catenanes and this paper was 
actually being reviewed when the Prize 
was announced!  As you can probably 
tell, Caitlin had a busy year, culminat-
ing with her defending her dissertation 

in August 2016.  Congratulations Cait-
lin! 

About 20 Link lab alumni gathered 
during reunions for the (semi)annual 
Link lab BBQ.  We celebrated the 
achievements of the five members of 
the class of 2016 who did their thesis in 
the Link lab: Kenny Hubbell, Caroline 
Kim, Jason Qin, Chad Wangsanuwat, 
and Lawrence Yu.  If you want to stay 
up to date with the Link lab more than 
once a year, please check the group 
website at princeton.edu/~ajlgroup or 
follow our recently established Twitter 
account: @ajlinklab. 

 
2016 was a reminder to Lynn, 

Philip and Drew of the fragility and the 
beauty of life.  As we started the year, 
we found ourselves saying farewell to 
Philip’s Mom as she progressively 
slipped away and eventually succumbed 
to a very aggressive and rare form of 
cancer.  We are thankful to have had 
some time with her.  Summer saw us 
spending our free time on the Jersey 
shore where we discovered breathtak-
ing sunrises, refreshing breezes, wild 
dolphins, pristine beaches and good 
food.  Having turned three in the fall, 
Drew proudly proclaimed that he is no 
longer “a little boy”!  He enjoys trains 
of all kinds, so we’ve visited all the 
train museums and displays – big and 
small – in the area.  And to keep up, 
Philip and Lynn have learned more 
about trains than they really care for! 

With 2015 being a year of matri-
mony in the group, 2016 was a year of 
babies (not involving the same folks)!  
Alum Stephanie Lee *12 (assistant pro-
fessor at Stevens Institute of Technolo-
gy) gave birth to baby Asher and post-
doctora l  a lum Luisa  Whi t taker 
(assistant professor at the University of 
Utah) gave birth to baby Brandon.  
We’re happy to report that mommies 
and babies are all doing well! 

On the research front, we wel-
comed three first-year graduate stu-
dents in January.  Kaichen Gu joined 
us from Cambridge University and is 
working on an ExxonMobil-sponsored 
project to elucidate how structural het-
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erogeneities in polymer semiconductors 
impact charge transport.  Clay Hamill 
joined us from North Carolina State 
University and is working to figure out 
the complexation chemistries in solu-
tions of perovksite precursors through 
the auspices of an NDSEG Fellowship.  
From University of Colorado, Jeni Sor-
li is jointly advised with Thanos 
Panagiotopoulos to examine the poly-
morphic transformations in naphtha-
lene diimide thin films computational-
ly.  Over the summer, we hosted Amy 
Liu ’19, Kim Sha ’19, and Abhiram 
Karuppur ’19 with fellowships from the 
Grand Challenges’ Summer Internship 
Program.  Fall 2016 saw the addition 
of Corrine Lowe ’17 and Frank Nguyen 
’17, who are conducting techno-
economic analyses of biochemical pro-
duction of liquid transportation fuels, 
as well as Josh Burd ’16 who is devel-
oping a protoype for a solar-cell driven 
smart window, for their senior theses. 

We said goodbye to Prof. Kok 
Keong Chong, who spent the fall of 
2015 in our group as a Fulbright 
Scholar.  Dr. Yi Ren continues his ven-
ture in materials development for or-
ganic electronics in Frieder Jackle’s 
group at Rutgers University.  Maggie 
Cutlip ’16 completed her degree re-
quirements and graduated in May with 
an award-winning thesis on developing 
ternary-blend solar cells. 

Anna Hailey has completed her 
dissertation thesis and will have de-
fended by the time this newsletter is 
published.  Sparked by her foray in 
techno-economic analysis, she is join-
ing the Institute for Defense Analysis 
as a policy analyst.  In the past year, 
Nick Davy demonstrated single-
junction, transparent solar cells with 
unprecendented photovoltages.  Work-
ing with fellow fifth-year graduate stu-
dent Melda Sezen, the pair demon-
strated the technology to be compatible 
with building-integrated applications, 
such as, providing power for switching 
between the colored and transparent 
states of electrochromic windows.  The 
pair received funding from the Office 
of Licensing Technology to conduct 

market analysis for evaluating the com-
mercializability of this technology.  
Geoff Purdum continued his explora-
tion of polymorphic transformations in 
naphthalene diimide thin films and dis-
covered the importance of interlayer 
short contacts in these materials in dic-
tating the stability of the accessible pol-
ymorphs.  For Geoff’s research accom-
plishments, he was selected for the Kris 
Layn Award that recognizes outstand-
ing performance of a graduate student; 
the inaugural SABIC First-Paper 
Prize; and the SEAS Award for Excel-
lence.  Geoff’s work was also recog-
nized externally with a student prize at 
the 58th Electronic Materials Confer-
ence and the student paper prize spon-
sored by the Cornell High Energy Syn-
chrotron Source.  Postdoc Dr. Jia Gao 
explored the driving forces that facili-
tate small-molecule complexation with 
carbon nanotubes and elucidated their 
charge transport characteristics; Dr. 
Petr Khlyabich submitted the group’s 
first paper in organic-inorganic halide 
perovskites to highlight the complexi-
ties of structural development in these 
materials.  Dr. Marcos Reyes-Martinez 
elucidated the dynamical mechanical 
properties of perovskite single crystals. 

It appears that academic admin-
istration will be in Lynn’s foreseeable 
future.  After her short stint as Acting 
Vice Dean of the School of Engineering 
and Applied Science, Lynn was ap-
pointed the Director of the Andlinger 
Center for Energy and the Environ-
ment in July with the continuing mis-
sion of developing solutions to better 
our energy and environmental future.  
To this end, the Center has adopted a 
new motto, “to excel, engage and in-
form” where the Center will seek excel-
lence by building a research community 
that enhances discovery, invention and 
impact; engagement by building new 
bridges and strengthening existing 
ones beyond our walls, across and out-
side of Princeton; and broad and deep 
communication by expanding its educa-
tion opportunities for the public as well 
as for students, researchers, and practi-
tioners.  Lynn is adjusting to the new 

role with a heavy dose of humility but 
mostly honor and excitement to lead 
Princeton’s charge to address the ener-
gy and environmental challenges we 
face today. 

 
Happy Holidays from the Nelson 

group!  2016 was a great year for the 
lab, with exciting results pouring in 
and several fellowships being awarded.  
We welcomed some new faces, includ-
ing four graduate students (Bryan Ner-
ger, Avi Wolf, Brian Silver, and Jacob 
Jaslove) and two research associates 
(Katie Goodwin and Sherry Zhang).  
We said goodbye to some folks as well: 
Victor Varner officially began his new 
position as Assistant Professor at UT 
Dallas and Alex Piotrowski-Daspit 
started her postdoctoral studies at Yale.  
The lab continues to work in two main 
areas, normal development and cancer.  
Our lung development projects are be-
ing led by Katie Goodwin, Jacob 
Jaslove, and postdoctoral fellow James 
Spurlin, with assistance from senior 
thesis students Anastasia Ivanushkina 
and Lili Macharashvili, and CBE jun-
ior Arthur Kim.  Graduate student Mi-
chael Siedlik has continued to lead our 
efforts in mammary epithelial morpho-
genesis, now with help from Bryan 
Nerger and Avi Wolf and a senior the-
sis student from chemistry, Caitlin Mil-
ler.  Our studies on the mechanical reg-
ulation of tumor progression are being 
carried out by postdoctoral fellow Mei-
Fong Pang and graduate students Alli-
son Simi, Siyang Han, Brian Silver, 
and Alisya Anlas, in collaboration with 
Joe’s group at Boston University and 
cancer biologists at the Mayo Clinic; 
one senior thesis student, Shiyi Li, is 
helping with these projects.  The group 
is now so large that there aren’t enough 
seats around the table in the Hoyt con-
ference room, and Celeste has no idea 
how we got so big! 

Speaking of big, it’s hard to believe 
that Terry is now in the second grade.  
His favorite hobbies include chess, 
drawing, and Minecraft.  Terry and 
Joe have harvested over 90 pounds of 
vegetables from our garden this year, 
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giving a yield of approximately one 
pound per square foot and breaking 
last year’s record. 

 
Heartfelt holiday greetings to all 

from Thanos Panagiotopoulos and his 
group.  2016 has been an interesting 
year, marked by many events.  The 
saddest day was August 14th, when my 
dear friend and colleague, Chris 
Floudas, passed away suddenly (see 
Chair’s Greeting).  I am still in shock 
and disbelief.  Along with several of 
Chris’s former Ph.D. students and 
postdocs, I am organizing a Memorial 
Symposium on May 6, 2017 to honor 
him.  I hope to see many of you in 
Princeton for this event. 

As you have figured out already 
from the first page of this newsletter, I 
have taken on new responsibilities as 
Chair of the CBE department in July.  
I am deeply grateful to Rick for ensur-
ing a smooth transition and for provid-
ing training and support in the many 
facets of this job.  So far, I am enjoying 
it, at least most of the time.  The job 
does place a lot of demands on my 
schedule, but it also gives me the op-
portunity to work with our wonderful 
staff and faculty to preserve and en-
hance the qualities that make this a 
unique place.  This fall, I am teaching 
graduate thermodynamics (once more) 
to an exceptionally large class of more 
than thirty students. 

The AZP group has experienced 
healthy growth, a steady stream of visi-
tors and summer students, and in-
creased participation by undergradu-
ates over the past year.  In the spring 
semester, Kevin Silmore and Devansh 
Gupta completed their senior theses in 
the group.  Kevin worked on surface 
tension calculations for chain molecules 
and completed a manuscript on his 
work that we have submitted for publi-
cation.  He is currently a graduate stu-
dent at MIT, my own graduate alma 
mater.  Dev worked on salt solubilities 
by simulation.  Building on Dev’s 
work, Jorge Reñe Espinosa, a visiting 
Ph.D. summer student from Carlos 
Vega’s group in Madrid, was finally 

able to figure out the reason different 
techniques seemed to be giving widely 
different results.  The answer turned 
out to be that surface dipoles “see” each 
other through the narrow crystal slabs 
being simulated, resulting in erroneous 
values for direct coexistence simula-
tions.  Jorge and Dev are co-authors on 
a manuscript on this problem that we 
just submitted for publication.  Another 
visitor to the group was Sven Fürsten-
berg ,  f rom TU-Dortmund,  who 
worked with Joey Vella on diffusivities 
of Li atoms as a thin surface film on 
solid Mo.  Two incoming first-year 
Ph.D. students, Shuwen Yue from the 
University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa 
and Dan Kozuch from Penn State, did 
summer “rotations” in the lab.  As you 
can imagine, we were quite short on 
space in G207/209, and we ended up 
needing an “overflow” office to accom-
modate Dan and Shuwen.  Eric Xu, 
(CBE class of 2017) joined the group 
this past September for his senior the-
sis.  Jeffrey Register (CBE class of 
2018, see Rick’s write-up) is doing a 
Junior Independent project in the lab, 
along with his classmate, Sally Jiao.  
P r o f .  F l o r i a n  M ü l l e r - P l a t h e 
(Theoretical Physical Chemistry, TU 
Darmstadt) was a sabbatical visitor 
with the group for most of the year and 
presented several informal seminars on 
coarse-graining and computational 
methods at the now regular group 
mee t ing .   Pro f .  Jee t a in  Mi t t a l 
(Chemical and Biomolecular Engineer-
ing, Lehigh University), is also spend-
ing his sabbatical with the group.  Prof. 
Mittal is an “academic grandchild” of 
Pablo Debenedetti. 

Two Ph.D. students joined the 
group in January and are now in their 
second year of the program.  Jeni Sorli, 
who came to Princeton from the Uni-
versity of Colorado - Boulder, is work-
ing on polymorphic phase transitions of 
molecules used in organic electronic 
thin film applications, which is a joint 
project with Lynn Loo’s group.  Jeffrey 
Young, who did his undergraduate 
work at the Colorado School of Mines, 
is working on activity coefficients and 

solubilities of aqueous electrolyte solu-
tions.  A new postdoctoral associate 
also joined the group, Antonia Statt, 
who has a Ph.D. in Physics from the 
Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz 
(which is where Arash Nikoubashman 
moved to in the summer of 2015).  She 
was appointed as a Princeton Materials 
Postdoctoral Fellow of the Princeton 
Center for Complex Materials (PCCM) 
and works on simulations of glass tran-
sitions in thin polymer films, and inter-
acts with the experimental group of 
Rod Priestley. 

Continuing group members include 
Joey Vella (who is co-supervised by 
Pablo Debenedetti), now in his fifth 
and final year of his doctoral work, who 
works on simulations of liquid metal 
properties in connection to their possi-
ble role as plasma-facing components in 
fusion systems.  There are two fourth-
year Ph.D. students in the group, Mike 
Howard from Penn State and Andrew 
Santos from North Carolina State.  
Mike was awarded a Blue Waters 
Graduate Fellowship for the 2016-17 
academic year.  He is interested in flow 
effects morphology and crystallization 
of colloid-polymer systems.  Andrew is 
the recipient of a National Science 
Foundation Graduate Fellowship and is 
working on self-assembly of surfac-
tants.  Third-year student Nannan Li 
(Caltech), who holds an A*Star fellow-
ship from Singapore, is working on 
modeling self-assembly of polymers 
into nanoparticles, and connects with 
the experimental groups of Profs. Pru-
d’homme and Priestley.  She is co-
advised by Arash, through weekly 
Skype calls.  Also in his third year is 
Wes Reinhart (Minnesota), who is 
working on self-assembly of patchy par-
ticles using sophisticated free-energy 
calculation methods.  Wes was awarded 
a National Defense Science and Engi-
neering Graduate (NDSEG) Fellow-
ship in April.  Postdoctoral associate 
Hao Jiang (Wyoming / China Univer-
sity of Petroleum) is working on wa-
ter / CO2 / electrolyte phase behavior 
and transport properties for carbon 
sequestration applications. 
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Family updates: We continue to 
enjoy the Greek island of Paros for a 
few precious weeks in the summer.  
Elektra is with Trinity Partners in 
Boston and Ares started in his final 
year at Princeton High School, and is 
waiting to hear on his college applica-
tions - stay tuned.  The family dogs, 
Charlie and Rascal, are having a great 
time playing around the house and 
leading their owners on walks around 
Princeton. 

 
Happy Holidays from the Priestley 

Lab!  This past year the group official-
ly welcomed Yuncheng Wang as a new 
graduate student in the group.  Yun-
cheng received his undergraduate de-
gree in Chemical Engineering from 
Purdue University.  At Princeton, 
Yuncheng will investigate Matrix As-
sisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation 
(MAPLE) as an alternative technology 
to deposit polymer thin films with con-
trol over morphology and properties.  
Dr. Colin Neikirk, the last of the origi-
nal Priestley Lab members, participat-
ed in the June 2016 hooding ceremo-
ny.  Dr. Wenda Wang completed his 
one-year postdoctoral fellowship in the 
group.  He is currently an analyst at 
Citi Group in Tampa Bay, Florida.  
Good luck to both Colin and Wenda!  
Chris Sosa is the senior member of the 
group; he is pioneering the production 
of Janus nanocolloids by flash nanopre-
cipitation (FNP).  Aspects of his work 
was published in Macromolecules in 
2016.  Mary Burroughs and Hyunche-
ol Jeong are now fifth-year graduate 
students.  Mary is exploiting the 
unique capabilities of fluorescence to 
undertake novel glass transition tem-
perature measurements of irreversibly 
adsorbed polymer nanolayers in both 
the exposed and buried layer geome-
tries.  Aspects of her work was also 
reported in Macromolecules in 2016.  
Currently, Hyuncheol is advancing our 
understanding of polymer crystalliza-
tion in the deeply undercooled regime 
by combing the unique deposition ca-
pabilities of MAPLE with Flash DSC, 
a new technology.  Hyuncheol also 

published work in Macromolecules in 
2016.  Dane Christie, co-advised with 
Prof. Register, has made major advanc-
es in his quest to map the first distribu-
tion of glass transition temperatures in 
diblock copolymers with nanoscale res-
olution.  Dane also published an article 
in the Journal of Polymer Science Poly-
mer Physics in 2016 that reported the 
influence of dispersing media on the 
glass transition temperature of polysty-
rene nanocolloids.  Vicki Lee, a third 
year graduate student, is exploiting 
FNP to develop hybrid functional 
nanocolloids for application as stabilizer 
phase-selective catalyst.  Vicki has 
demonstrated the ability to sculpt nano-
colloid shape by the addition of molecu-
lar additives that tune interfacial ener-
gy.  Dr. Laura Gray and Dr. Mithun 
Chowdury continue to spearhead new 
research projects in the group.  Laura, 
w h o  i s  c o - a d v i s e d  w i t h  C l i f f 
Brangwynne, is currently investigating 
diffusion in thin polymer films, as well 
as, examining the correlation between 
the glass transition and fragility in bulk 
polymers.  Mithun is studying the 
properties of confined polymers, as well 
as, investigating MAPLE as a deposi-
tion tool for polymer thin film growth.  
This year we acquired several new re-
search tools including a Flash DSC and 
a new MAPLE system.  Megan Lyd-
zinski completed her senior thesis in 
the group.  She is currently working at 
Merck.  This year we welcomed Lore-
na, Ray, and Quinlin to the group to 
complete their senior thesis.  We also 
hosted Lee Hampton (from Baylor 
University) as a summer REU stu-
dent.  Lorena also worked in the group 
in summer 2016.  We continue to have 
fruitful collaborations with the groups 
of Brangwynne, Loo, Register, and 
Panagiotopoulos in CBE, as well as, 
Prof. Craig Arnold in MAE. Our group 
gave presentations at APS, AIChE and 
ACS.  In addition, group members de-
livered presentations at several interna-
tional conferences.  The group also con-
tinued its participation in many out-
reach activities.  Happy Holidays and 
Happy New Year! 

Robert Prud’homme: Our power 
generator: I am financially frugal (aka 
cheap according to my wife).  Our 
house is the low point in the neighbor-
hood.  Consequently, all the runoff in 
the neighborhood ends up in our back 
yard.  We have had ducks swimming in 
our back yard from time to time.  Our 
basement is even lower than our back 
yard, therefore, hydraulic theory says 
our basement is the direction water 
wants to travel.  We have a French 
drain around the basement slab and an 
electric sump pump that works won-
derfully.  The problematic term is 
“electric”.  Twice in storms we have 
lost power and the basement flooded.  
Of course, on both times I was travel-
ing, and dealing with the disasters fell 
to my wife.  I, therefore, bought a used 
gas powered electric generator off of 
Craig’s List.  I had to rebuild the car-
buretor, but after that it worked like a 
(prehistoric) charm.  We used it twice.  
I would fire up the generator in the 
garage and run the very long extension 
cord into the basement to the sump 
pump.  My wife was not a fan; she 
wanted to install a natural gas powered, 
whole house, backup generator.  I did-
n’t quite understand the level of anxiety 
that this caused her, and I was unwill-
ing to have us spend the thousands of 
dollars this would entail.  In the spirit 
of love, understanding, and marital har-
mony I came upon this solution.  I 
promised: “If we ever lose power and I 
can’t get back home in 24 hours to deal 
with the generator, then we will pur-
chase the natural gas generator.”  This 
was our deal.  We had one more power 
failure, for which I happened to be 
home.  Last winter we went to Hawaii.  
A storm hit New Jersey.  From our 
home alarm system, Dottie saw that the 
power went out.  My wife looked at 
me, there were tears in her eyes.  At 
this point, I am pretty stuck – I can’t 
leave my wife in Hawaii and hop on a 
plane back to NJ to fulfill my promise 
and deal with the sump pump.  I look 
back into her blue eyes and say, “Let’s 
buy a backup generator.” 

Faculty Updates 
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A four pillow night: My wife is the 
world’s lightest sleeper; I may be the 
world’s heaviest (?).  I had not seen my 
college roommate for ten years, and 
when we last met, the first thing he 
said was, “Boy, I remember how you 
could sleep.”  I come from a long line 
of heavy sleepers and snorers.  My dad 
would go elk hunting with a group of 
friends when we lived in Colorado.  
One night they kicked him out of the 
tent to sleep outside in the snow be-
cause he was snoring so loudly.  I think 
as I get more mature (aka older) my 
snoring has gotten worse and Dottie’s 
sensitivity to noise has also gotten cor-
respondingly worse.  When we travel 
we get a hotel room with two beds and 
Dottie tries to move one bed as far 
away from the other as possible.  She 
also has a white noise machine she revs 
up.  But even with those strategies, her 
real weapon is pillows.  She will stack 
up a pile of pillows on the side of the 
bed.  When my snoring wakes her, she 
grabs a pillow and launches it at me – 
kapow!  I emerge from some level of 
somnolence and roll over.  Later the 
event may be replayed.  A bad night is 
when I wake up and my bed and be-
side my bed are strewn with pillows 
that have been launched against me 
during the night.  In terms of Dottie’s 
sleep, a bad night is a four pillow 
night. 

The Prud’homme family is doing 
well.  Dottie loves her Mercer County 
Master Gardener Association friends 
and responsibilities.  She the co-chair 
of the Tours Committee and is in-
volved in several others.  She is an 
amazing organizer, so they keep asking 
her to help, and she keeps saying yes.  
Our driveway is always full of plants in 
plastic containers waiting to be plant-
ed.  Wendy and Patrick are still in Af-
rica.  This fall Wendy came to the 
Princeton campus under the sponsor-
ship of the Global Health Program of 
the Woodrow Wilson School and gave 
a talk on her work on malaria health 
policy in Kenya.  It was fun to see your 
“little girl” all grown up and lecturing!  
This fall they adopted an African in-

fant, Niya.  In Kenya babies abandoned 
by mothers who can’t care for them end 
up in local hospitals.  Since Wendy and 
Patrick work in the hospital system in 
Eldoret, they are exposed to this diffi-
cult reality.  They were drawn to Niya 
and adopted her.  So now they have 
two children, Eli and Niya.  Graham 
and Michelle are in Austin, Texas.  
Graham’s new software startup seems 
to be gaining traction, so they are en-
couraged.  Jodie is also involved in a 
startup in San Francisco.  Her real pas-
sion is woodworking, her mechanical 
engineering skills just pay the bills.  
Last Christmas I gave her my grandfa-
ther’s wooden tool chest, which she is 
going to restore.  This fall she came to 
Princeton and built a shipping box to 
send it back to California.  Her ship-
ping box was a magnificent piece of 
furniture in its own right!  Taylor mar-
ried Nicole this last summer, so they 
have started their life together.  Bobby 
and Liu purchased a house about 3 
miles from ours in Lawrenceville.  Bob-
by was promoted to manager in the 
AT&T phone store chain where he 
works.  So now he is on the manage-
ment side of the equation.  Bradley 
graduated from Rutgers and started a 
job with USGS doing water quality 
monitoring.  So, at this point all the 
kids are officially launched and on their 
own. 

In the Prud’homme group we have 
two major new research projects.  One 
project is funded by the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation to use our 
nanoparticle technology to produce low 
cost drug formulations for global 
health.  The Gates Foundation funds 
many groups around the world to de-
velop new therapeutics for TB, malaria, 
and other diseases, but they realized 
they didn’t have a way to move these 
new compounds into clinical trials.  
Most of the new compounds they are 
sponsoring are highly hydrophobic and 
difficult to dose.  They evaluated all 
manufacturing options and decided our 
Flash NanoPrecipitation (FNP) plat-
form was the most scalable, reproduci-
ble, and cost effective.  This has been 

tremendously fun and rewarding to 
work with the agencies who are devel-
oping these new compounds (TB Alli-
ance, Medicines for Malaria Venture, 
and Drugs for Neglected Diseases Ini-
tiative), and to be able to make an im-
pact in this area.  The second new area 
is the encapsulation and release of bio-
logics from nanoparticles.  Biologics are 
the fastest growing segment of the 
pharmaceutical market and there are no 
viable processes to encapsulate biolog-
ics at high loadings and to provide sus-
tained release in vivo.  We have taken 
our block copolymer-directed FNP 
platform and turned it inside out to 
encapsulate hydrophilic compounds 
rather than hydrophobic ones.  This 
has generated considerable interest 
from outside sponsors and we believe 
this will also be a high impact contribu-
tion to the field.  Our work in imaging 
technologies, nanoparticle targeting 
and antibiotic delivery continues to 
provide interesting collaborations and 
new challenges. 

 
Rick Register and Jean Tom en-

joyed a summer with both kids at 
home, with Jeff (now a Princeton CBE 
junior) working at Bristol-Myers 
Squibb in New Brunswick, and Keith 
(now a junior at West Windsor – 
Plainsboro South) getting his learner’s 
permit, and (amongst many other sum-
mer activities) working as a Counselor-
in-Training at the Princeton Day Camp 
at Dillon Gym.   In addition to the ri-
gor of the CBE junior year curriculum, 
Jeff is pursuing independent work in 
Thanos Panagiotopoulos’ lab this se-
mester, and is also President of the 
Princeton Club Volleyball team.   Rick 
and Jean are enjoying seeing Princeton 
from the new (for them) perspective of 
parents!  Keith is also starting to ex-
plore colleges, with visits to various 
campuses.   His club soccer team 
moved up to U17 in the Spring to play 
tougher competition;  that helped him 
in the fall as one of the starting center-
backs for his high school varsity team, 
which had a winning season, advanced 
in the Mercer County Tournament, and 
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also played in the New Jersey state 
tournament. 

Rick completed his eight years as 
department chair this year, turning 
over the office to the very able Thanos 
Panagiotopoulos on July 1.  Lots of 
good things to look back on (many of 
which were enumerated on the cover 
pages of the past eight holiday let-
ters!), and while Rick may have moved 
out of the chair’s office, he’s deter-
mined to take the many interactions 
with alumni with him—definitely the 
best part of the job!  As for “post-
chair” challenges, Rick is already half-
way to his weight loss goal of 50 lbs., is 
running three miles twice a week, and 
has already entered (and completed) 
two 5k runs with Jean (though match-
ing Jean’s pace remains yet another 
challenge).  And Rick has also been 
spotted frequently in the lab, much to 
the concern (or consternation) of his 
students. 

Jean celebrated her 10th anniver-
sary at Bristol-Myers Squibb and con-
tinues to lead the engineering group 
responsible for small molecule process 
development. An effort she is particu-
larly proud of—the Women in Chemi-
cal Engineering at BMS Event, which 
introduces undergraduate students to 
life as a chemical engineer at BMS—
continues to be well-received, with at-
tention from the AIChE.  Jean also led 
BMS’ efforts to co-host the Association 
for Crystallization Technology 21st Lar-
son Workshop, held in October in 
Frick Laboratory. 

Senior Register group member 
Adam Burns is writing up his Ph.D. 
thesis, on new semicrystalline thermo-
plastic elastomers and related topics, 
and will soon be departing for the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (Gaithersburg, MD) as a Na-
tional Research Council Research Asso-
ciate.  Postdoc Beomgoo Kang, after 
synthesizing new block and random 
copolynorbornenes by living vinyl ad-
dition polymerization—and showing 
that these perform even better at recov-
ering butanol from dilute aqueous me-
dia than our previous record-setters—

will be departing soon for a permanent 
position at LG Chemical in Daejeon, 
ROK.  Soon-to-be-senior group mem-
ber Will Mulhearn, fifth-year Ph.D. 
student, continues his work on the syn-
thesis of polyethylene-based polymers 
with superior (or at least unusual) 
properties; his work on identifying new 
polymers miscible with polyethylene to 
high molecular weights received First 
Prize in the inaugural Journal of Poly-
mer Science poster award at the APS 
March Meeting (of 161 posters).  
Third-year Ph.D. student Dane Chris-
tie, jointly advised with Rod Priestley, 
has not only mapped out the local glass 
transition temperature within block 
copolymers selectively labeled with a 
fluorescent probe, but is now extending 
that work to study the segmental dy-
namics in miscible block copolymers.  
The group welcomed two new Ph.D. 
students at the beginning of 2016:  
Sravya Jangareddy, who is working on 
designing olefin-based polymers misci-
ble with polyisoprene (and natural rub-
ber), and Jared Klein, who’s investigat-
ing the spatial dependence of the glass 
transition in the amorphous layer of 
semicrystalline polymers, also by fluo-
rimetry. 

Rick enjoyed seminar visits this 
past year to Seton Hall, Georgia Tech, 
and RPI, an invited talk at the APS 
March Meeting, and especially the 
chance to give a plenary lecture at the 
decadal “Frontiers in Polymer Science 
and Engineering” workshop at the Na-
tional Science Foundation in August.  
Rick also chaired the 2016 Gordon 
Conference on Polymer Physics (with 
Adam Burns as chair of the associated 
Gordon Research Symposium), which 
(in Rick’s not-so-humble opinion) went 
very well, with maxed-out attendance 
and an exceptional technical program, 
which included many speakers and dis-
cussion leaders with connections to 
Princeton CBE. 

Finally—and entirely by luck—we 
were again able to find a short week in 
August where all four family members 
had no unmovable commitments, allow-
ing us to continue our National Park 

family vacations for another year, this 
time to Mt. Rainier and Olympic Na-
tional Parks in Washington.  Beautiful 
scenery, though Rick will be happy to 
return to warmer destinations in sum-
mer 2017.  An extra treat from that trip 
included a day in Seattle, and a dinner 
that included two of Rick’s former 
B.S.E. thesis students:  Helen (Lee) 
Wu ’94 and Dr. Tami (Stein) Pool ’94. 

 
Bill Russel is enjoying a quiet final 

year, his 42nd, as an active member of 
the department with a sabbatical in the 
spring, light duties in the fall, and re-
tirement at the end of January.  Priscil-
la continues as Supervisor of World 
Languages, ESL/Bilingual, and Dual 
Language Immersion Programs for the 
Princeton Public Schools and as an 
active voice outside of the district. 

Much of their travel centers on 
their family, including several trips 
each year to the charming town of 
Camden, Maine, where Priscilla’s 
brother and wife live.  A travel high-
light of the year was their trip to Cuba 
in a group of dozen (including our 
president's wife and son), which cov-
ered Havana extensively and sampled 
the countryside to the south on the is-
land on a bus ride.  They stayed with a 
local family and explored the island 
piled into a rather old van.  As the pho-
to below shows that the island has been 
frozen in time, e.g. lots of decades-old 
cars. 

Priscilla made several visits to 
Katla (granddaughter), Bailey (son), 
and Annika (wife) in Laramie, Wyo-
ming, and Kai (grandson), Lena 
(wife), and Daniel (son) in Palo Alto, 
occasionally managing to combine lan-
guage evaluation work with family 
pleasure.  At home her dual (Spanish/ 

Faculty Updates 
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Katla (1+ year) watched the action on 
the fields and explored the vast plateau 
with Bill, while mother and father 
chased, jumped, and dove after discs 
floating in the wind.  Priscilla and Bill 
finish the fall with a trip to Italy chap-
eroning a group of high school stu-
dents, a family reunion for Thanksgiv-
ing in Steamboat Springs, and Christ-
mas in Maine. 

Now Bill must say an official fare-
well as a member of the faculty and 
assume emeritus status in the New 
Year. 

 
The Shvartsman lab had a good 

year.  After a blitz postdoc in the 
group, Alan Futran started a job in the 
Leads Discovery and Optimization di-
vision at BMS, just a couple of miles 
down the road from Princeton. 

Mahim Misra defended his thesis 
in May, becoming the 13th Ph.D. from 
this lab, and moved on to a position at 
BCG in Boston.  The most senior stu-
dents in the group now are Jasmin Im-
ran Alsous, Yogesh Goyal, Granton 
Jindal, and Henry Mattingly, all in 
their 5th year.  All of them are busy 
writing up their work and starting to 
think about life after Princeton. 

Following right after them is 
Yonghyun Song, a 4th year QCB grad-
uate student who is working on meta-
bolic dynamics in embryos.  Four new 
students joined the group: Aleena Patel 
and Shannon Keenan from CBE and 
Eyan Yeung and Caroline Doherty 
from Mol Bio. All four are now work-
ing on their thesis proposals and learn-
ing from senior lab members.  The two 
postdoctoral fellows - Paul Villoutreix 
and Nareg Djabrayan - are now fully 
integrated in the group and have no 
shortage of projects to work on.  In 
September, they were joined by Rob 
Marmion, who had just defended his 
Ph.D. at Rutgers-Camden with Nir 
Yakoby, who used to be a postdoc in 
the Shvartsman lab not that long ago.  
In December, Paul, Nareg, and Rob 
will be joined by Liu Yang, who will be 
coming to Princeton after his graduate 
work at UMass.  The lab members 

traveled a lot to conferences, summer 
courses, and internships: Genentech, 
Santa Barbara, San Francisco, Heidel-
berg, Orlando, Washington DC, Atlan-
ta, Dallas.  As they can testify, it was 
not a hardship to visit these places and 
take a break from hard work at Prince-
ton!  We wish you a happy, healthy, 
and productive 2017! 

 
Sankaran Sundaresan and his fami-

ly extend their holiday greetings to eve-
ryone.  The highlight of the year is the 
wedding  o f  Sundar ’ s  daughter , 
Neereja, who is now a fifth year gradu-
ate student in the Electrical Engineer-
ing department here at Princeton Uni-
versity.  The wedding was celebrated at 
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Princeton 
Junction in July.  It was a nice blend of 
traditional South Indian ceremony in 
the morning and festive reception in 
the evening.  Neereja’s husband, Sri-
kanth Srinivasan, decided to take a 
leave of absence from his employment 
at IBM and return to Princeton Uni-
versity as a postdoc in Electrical Engi-
neering for two years so that he and 
Neereja can be together when she is 
finishing her Ph.D..  It is proving to be 
a great idea – we get to see them a lot, 
which is priceless.  Sundar’s other 
daughter Hema has completed her Ele-
mentary School Teacher Prep and is 
taking some time off before re-entering 
the job market.  This summer, Sundar, 
Latha and Hema went to Germany to 
spend two weeks in Hamburg, where 
Sundar has a Visiting Professor ap-
pointment at TUHH.  They had fun 
sightseeing in Hamburg, as well as, 
Lubeck and Travemunde (Baltic sea). 

Sundar continues to teach the first-
year graduate math course, which is 
now being taken by both CBE and 
MAE students.  Lichao Cai defended 
his Ph.D. in early 2016.  His research, 
jointly supervised by Debenedetti, 
Pethica, and Sundar, dealt with the 
kinetics of formation of binary clathrate 
hydrates from salt solutions, with an 
eye towards possible application to de-
salination.  He is now working at 
McKinsey in China.  Greg Rubinstein, 

English) immer-
sion program in 
Princeton, one of 
very few in New 
Jersey, is flour-
ishing and gain-
ing notice across 
the country.  Kai 
is now in a first 

grade Spanish 
i m m e r s i o n 
class in Palo 
A l t o .   A l t -
hough slowed 
down by a bro-
ken elbow in 
t h e  f a l l ,  h e 
enjoys soccer, 
s w i m m i n g , 
bicycling, and - no surprise considering 
grandparents and parents, thinking 
and playing with numbers - almost 
always in Spanish.  Both families are in 
parts of the country that are stressed in 
these days: heat and scarce rain in Cali-
fornia and the tight finances in Wyo-
ming due to the fall in the price of oil. 

In the spring Bill joined Daniel 
and Kai in a vigorous week of snorkel-
ing, climbing, and hiking on Kauai in 
the Hawaiian Islands, retracing Priscil-
la and Bill's honeymoon (but not on 
bicycles this time).  This time Bill was 
dragging as Daniel and Kai zipped up 
the mountains, climbed through steep 
ravines full of dense underbrush, and 
slipped over muddy trails.  Another 
excursion with Kai was a week in Van-
couver, Canada, which featured a kay-
ak trip on beautiful Indian Arm fjord, a 
bicycle trip around Stanley Island, a ski 
lift up Grouse Mountain to a raptors’ 
refuge, and several trips on the local 
ferries.  Priscilla and Bill also thor-
oughly enjoyed Telus World of Science 
where Kai engaged in building tall 
structures, tested a variety activities, 
and watched an IMAX movie in a 
dome theatre. 

In the fall Bill joined Katla, Anni-
ka, and Bailey for the USA Ultimate 
National Championships in Rockford, 
Illinois, on a high plateau with a steady 
wind that added to the challenge!  
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Another busy year for the Armstrong family!  Bridget, Andrew, and Victoria are all finally at the high school together, with 
Andrew and Victoria doing half days at the tech school for commercial art and culinary studies respectively.  Elizabeth is in 
her 2nd year at E. Stroudsburg University majoring in history education and just passed her PRAXIS.  The highlight of the 
summer was the happy and safe return of Zack from his two-year mission in Salt Lake City, Utah.  Four weeks later, he was 
back in Provo, Utah at Brigham Young University to major in mechanical engineering.  Jim and I are still doing minor home 
improvements, but are pretty much winding down on that.  I’m grateful to be a part of the CBE department and I wish eve-
ryone a safe and joyous holiday season, and a wonderful new year! 
 

Adrian Cupid:  Well we have zoomed through another year and I am continuing to be truly Blessed.  Our high schooler son, 
Kellan, is now a senior and in the process of choosing colleges (sniff sniff).  He is a person of many activities on his plate, 
playing football, he has a job, and is still auditioning for major movie roles in New York.  Our 5’5, 13-year-old dancer girl, 
Turquoise, has been accepted into a Senior competition Dance Company (alongside high schoolers) as she continues to eat, 
sleep, and breathe DANCE.  As I write this, I am having a bittersweet moment, because I just accepted an Undergraduate 
Administrator position in the Psychology department and will miss each and every person in CBE.  It’s been wonderful and 
rewarding working here, and I am glad that I am still going to be on campus to cross paths with many of you!  Have a 
Blessed and safe Holiday from my Family to yours!!! 
 

2016 has been a wonderful year in the Friedfeld house.  Our most exciting news is the marriage of our oldest daughter, Katie, 
to her wonderful husband, Alex, on June 3rd!  It was a day surrounded by friends and family, and we could not have hoped 
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a sixth-year graduate student, is close to finishing his dissertation (with defense in early Spring 2017); working with Ali 
Ozel, he has developed a model to capture the role of inhomogeneities on fluid-particle interaction force in suspensions.  Greg 
is very happy that he has recently found a nice job in the same city as his wife!  Yile Gu, a fifth year graduate student, has 
been awarded a Honorific Fellowship this year in recognition of his very successful first four years.  He continues to march 
along very nicely and is targeting a mid-2017 completion.  Yundi Jiang, a second-year graduate student working with Kev-
rekidis and Sundar, is busy learning the mathematical tools for data analysis; she is gearing to apply modern data analytic 
tools to formulate a model-aided approach to guide design of pilot scale experiments where rigorous matching of dimension-
less groups between pilot and commercial scale systems is not feasible.  Siavash Darvishmanesh, an associate research scholar 
in Sundar’s group, has been studying the thermodynamic and transport issues related to seawater desalination via forward 
osmosis.  Chris Boyce, a postdoc in Sundar’s group, will be joining the Chemical Engineering Department at Columbia Uni-
versity as an assistant professor after completing his postdoc training.  He has been studying, through large-scale simulations 
the dynamics of fluidization of wet particles , with an eye to formulating coarse models.  Jari Tapani Kolehmainen, a postdoc-
toral fellow from Finland, has been developing and analyzing models to study the coupling between hydrodynamics and tri-
boelectric charging in fluidized beds.  Ali Ozel, an associate research scholar, has been the go-to person for Sundar's group in 
matters dealing with computations.  He has enabled the progress of everyone in the group, while also handling, on his own, 
two projects dealing with gas-liquid flows through structured packing and gas-particle flows – with an eye to formulating 
practically useful coarse models.  Sundar is happy to report that it has been a period of remarkable productivity! 

The Chemical and Biological 
Engineering staff has enjoyed 

another productive year assisting 
the faculty and students. 

 

We wish everyone a 

very happy holiday season!! 



Staff Updates 

for a better time.  Then, one week later, we attended the marriage of our niece to her husband in Jacksonville, Florida.  So 
much excitement and love in one month! 
 

Lisa Kraut happily survived her rookie year in CBE and looks forward to new challenges in the upcoming year!  Life contin-
ues to be hectic with three kids enrolled at three different schools, thankfully we live at one, The Lawrenceville School, so 
only having to drive around to the other two!  Best wishes to all for a safe, happy holiday season. 
 

Sharon Malley:  Many thanks to the CBE staff for making this the best department!  Mike and I sold our home and move 
into our new home within 8 weeks.  It was hectic, but we are loving our new home.  My stepson, Mike, and his lovely girl-
friend Thea got engaged.  They are planning a November 11, 2017 wedding.  My stepdaughter, Emily, graduated and is 
seeking a full-time production assistant position.  My niece, Kellie, graduated and is working at Rutgers University.  It has 
been a hectic, but wonderful year.  Here’s wishing everyone a safe and happy holiday season, and many new and wonderful 
memories for the future! 
 

Karen Oliver:  2016 was a wonderful year for CBE’s Graduate Program.  We had a record-breaking class of 30 enter our 
Ph.D. program this fall, and every one of them is just amazing!  It was a nice boost to our program, since we had 16 students 
graduate during the 2015-16 academic year (our loss—the world’s gain!!).  On the home front – my granddaughter continues 
to be the light of my life!  She’s now into the “terrible two’s”, but so far there has been nothing terrible about it!  She does 
keep me moving - for sure!  I would like to wish everyone a wonderful holiday season full of love and joy, and a happy, 
healthy 2017 to all!! 
 

Eric Paul:  This year has been mostly a good one for me and my family.  My nephew is enjoying school and spending less 
time acting up (no more occasional trips to see the principal).  My mother is recovering from a major surgery, but other than 
some pain she is doing well and is progressing as the doctor’s expect.  I have been spending more of my time lately getting a 
bunch of new and upgraded Core Lab experiments up and running.  It is nice to be able to switch to something a bit more 
“hands-on” than my normal computer support work from time-to-time.  I wish you all Happy Holidays and a very good New 
Year. 
 

Don Schoorman:  Here we are facing the end of 2016.  It seems like we just celebrated New Years’ day.  2016 was a busy 
year for me. As most know, I also work for PRISM and the Imaging and Analysis Center (IAC) in addition to CBE.  Begin-
ning last spring, the IAC moved from a 3,000 square foot facility in Bowen Hall to a 7,500 square foot facility in the newly 
opened Andlinger Center for Energy and the Environment. I was part of the move team for that task.  In August, I took a 
nearly 2-week vacation to attend my 50 year high school class reunion in Spencer, Iowa.  I had 8 days of seeing old high 
school friends and visiting with relatives. (The drive was a bit long at 20 hours each way.)  It was like going back in time.  I 
went on a tour of my old high school, and WOW, what a technology difference from 1966 when I graduated.  (The high 
school was only 2 years old in 1966 and the first hand-held calculator from Texas Instruments came along in 1968).  The up-
coming core lab (CBE 346 spring semester) will have 50 students.  Thanks to great support from SEAS, Eric Paul, the CBE 
staff, and faculty, the lab is in the best shape it has been since I started in 1999.  Most of the experiments have been complete-
ly rebuilt over the past 7 or 8 years with a major emphasis on reliability.  This year we 
will introduce a new experiment in forward osmosis.  We will reintroduce the coating 
flow experiment with a complete rebuild and upgrades in performance.  Students will 
be able to run 2 different viscosity fluids at the same time.  Nearly everything in this 
dual tank experiment has been custom fabricated.  As I close, here is wishing everyone 
a healthy, happy and safe new year. 
 

Undergraduate Administrator, Julie Gerek Sefa would like to wish everyone a happy, 
healthy, blessed holiday season. Congratulations to the Class of 2016.  I look forward to 
seeing you all at reunions!  Please do stop by and say hello if you are in the Princeton 
area.  You are always welcome here.  Best wishes for the New Year! 
 

It has been a relatively quiet year for Patti West, as she looks forward to her 6th grandchild’s birth at the end of January 
2017.  She wishes everyone a very special holiday season and a new year full of special memories! 
 

Heather Yacone:  It has been another enjoyable year (almost my 10th!) in the CBE main office!  Joey and I are officially 
homeowners and look forward to all of the wonderful memories sure to be made in our new home!  Wishing everyone a very 
happy holiday season and new year!! 
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Please Return by: 

Fax: 609-258-7761, E-Mail: hyacone@princeton.edu or Mail: 

Princeton University 
Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering 

Princeton, NJ 08544-5263 
 

Please take a moment to complete this questionnaire and return it to the department. Thank you! 

 

Full Name: ___________________________________ Best Contact Information : ________________________________ 

Is there any personal news that you would like to share? 

 

 

If your firm offers summer positions for chemical engineers, or is actively recruiting for full-time positions, please provide 

the nature of the positions and contact information below: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Thank you to everyone who contributes to Annual Giving! Your gifts directly benefit Chemical and Biological Engineering by providing 
funds for: 

Graduate student recruitment 
Travel to conferences 

Laboratory and student office renovations 
Computing facilities 

Start-up packages for new faculty 
 

You may give online: www.princeton.edu/AG/aggift.html 
or call the toll-free, 24-hour gift line 1-800-258-5421 (609-258-3373 outside the U.S.) 

2016 Alumni Questionnaire  
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Gifts in Memory of Professor Floudas 
may be made to: The Trustees of Princeton University  

(note in memo section that the gift is for the Christodoulos A. Floudas Memorial Fund) 
 

Christodoulos A. Floudas Memorial Fund 
Princeton University 

Attention: Helen Hardy 
P.O. Box 5357 

Princeton, NJ 08543-5357 
 

For additional information, please contact Sharon Malley at 609-258-4650 or smalley@princeton.edu 



Princeton University 

Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering 

The Engineering Quadrangle 

Princeton, NJ 08544-5263 

 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 
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